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CAPITAL ONE LABS, Clarendon, VA | July 2013 - Present
Design Thinking Strategist. I’m helping to bring Design Thinking to Capital One through on-
project coaching, workshop-based training, and strategic thinking about the future of financial 
services.

CONTINUUM, Boston, MA | December 2011 - July 2013
Program Development Associate. My role focused on developing new business by 
understanding the needs of our incoming clients and supporting our VPs in structuring project 
programs that addressed those needs. By identifying relevant trends for initial discussions, 
synthesizing Continuum’s case studies and thought leadership, and crafting prose and 
graphics to describe project phase goals and activities, I created effective proposals that 
showed potential partners the value of working with us. Additionally, I support edthe Program 
Development team internally through recruiting and training new PD team members, 
organizing our thought leadership and thinking, and dreaming up new tools to make us better 
collaborators across our global offices.

JUMP ASSOCIATES, San Mateo, CA | February 2008 - July 2011
Design Strategist, Strong Second. Worked on collaborative, multidisciplinary project teams 
to help our clients address big, ambiguous challenges with strategies that would grow their 
businesses. Projects included defining a landscape of new growth opportunities for the 
San Diego Zoo based on their capabilities and zoo-goer insights, designing tools to help a 
major technology company communicate the value of design throughout its many functions, 
and supporting an innovation team within a leading logistics company in bringing a new 
tracking service to market. Served as the second-in-command on project teams. Oversaw 
daily management of the team while the Project Lead addressed client concerns; kept an 
eye out for good team hygiene and culture. Other responsibilities included co-managing and 
facilitating Jump’s New Business Boot Camps, (day-long sessions to teach executives how to 
use a ‘hybrid approach’ to building new businesses, featured in the New York Times) and co-
managing Jump’s recruiting efforts to bring on new teammates. Set the strategy for changing 
our hiring practices in 2012.

MIELE through Stanford University | Spring 2007
Design Consultant. Designed a kitchen timer that relies on visual rather than auditory cues for 
the German appliance firm Miele’s kitchenware division. Developed the product from idea to 
fully functioning model, along with manufacturing specs.

CLOROX COMPANY through Stanford University | Winter 2007
Consumer Need Consultant. Delivered insights about how Clorox could address the green 
movement using an era analysis that showed how people’s views of what ‘clean’ means have 
evolved since the 1950’s. 

EXPERIENCE

EDUCATION

SKILLS

STANFORD UNIVERSITY, Stanford, CA | 2003-2007
B.S. Product Design, Minor in German Language | 2007
Four-year Varsity Athlete, Co-Captain, Stanford Sailing Team | 2003-2007

Proficient with Adobe Creative Suite, MS Office Suite, Salesforce.com

EXTRAS Teaching Experience: Level 1 Certified Sailing Instructor
Interests: Running, boating, home cooking, crafting, traveling, and playing with my 
golden retriever, Hinckley
Volunteering: 826DC, Stanford Alumni Interviewing (OVAL), APracticalWedding.com


